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this book is the ccnp collaboration 300-070 foundation
exam, which is part of the cisco press foundation
learning series. the foundation learning series is
designed to teach essential knowledge and skills for
building and maintaining a robust and scalable cisco
collaboration solution. now fully updated for ciscos
new ciptv1 300-070 exam implementing cisco ip
telephony and video, part 1(ciptv1) foundation
learning guide is your cisco authorized learning tool for
ccnp collaboration preparation. part of the cisco press
foundation learning series, it teaches essential
knowledge and skills for building and maintaining a
robust and scalable cisco collaboration solution. the
ccnp collaboration certification remains valid for a
period of 3 years, after which it needs to be renewed.
candidates can do so by giving any of ciscos
prescribed recertification exams. this process ensures
that certificate holders keep up with the developments
in their field and remain relevant over time. the cisco
certified network professional (ccnp) certification is
available in two levels, ccnp r&s (routing and
switching) and ccnp secure. this book is for the routing
and switching ccnp certification. candidates must
achieve at least one of the following certification
exams to qualify for the routing and switching ccnp
certification: ccnp r&s certification ccnp secure
certification this book is part of the ccnp collaboration
exam guide series. this series is developed together
with cisco, as the only authorized, self-paced learning
tools that help networking professionals build their
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understanding of networking concepts and prepare for
cisco certification exams.
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